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Balancing Our Spiritual Energies Using The Enneagram System Of Personality: $20.00
This revolutionary process teaches a step by step way to reveal the "essential you" that lies
behind your personality. We explore the Enneagram System of Personality in conjunction with
the teachings of Science of Mind and Spirit. We learn about the three energy systems in our body
and how we can balance these systems. We directly experience what it means to “live with the
license of a higher order of beings.”
Creative Mind by Ernest S. Holmes: $12.00
Original lessons by Ernest Holmes given 1918 at the Metaphysical institute in Los Angeles. These
lessons are a must for all serious students of Science of Mind.
Essential New Thought Glossary: $16.00
This glossary contains all glossaries in the books and writings of Ernest Holmes plus definitions
from other New Thought sources. It is always being updated with detailed information.
Forty Days of Gratitude: $10.00
This rtf workbook consists of forty lessons, one for each day, which includes journaling by the
user during this forty day period. It explains the tremendous power of gratitude. By using this
program for forty days students watch their consciousness expand and their life prosper before
their very eyes.
Gospel of Thomas and Science of Mind: $12.00
The Gospel of Thomas is a collection of sayings attributed to Jesus. Many Bible scholars now
believe that Thomas is the most important historical source for knowledge of Jesus that exists
outside of the Bible. It is the most significant manuscript ever found for the history of earliest
Christianity.
Lessons from Pathway of Roses: $12.00
This all-time classic by Christian Larson will inspire you. Reading it along with the powerful
summaries and affirmations are guaranteed to lift your consciousness. Must reading for all serious
students.
Mind of Ernest Holmes: $10.00
This workbook is divided into three parts. Part One is an introduction to the teaching of Science of
Mind in the words of Ernest Holmes. Part Two is a detailed analysis of the Declaration of Principles
of Science of Mind by Dr. Holmes, and Part Three discusses the life of Ernest Holmes.
Mystical Secrets of Prosperity: $10.00
A Twelve Step Approach to Spiritual Freedom and Permanent Prosperity. Using this system
allows students to find their vision, set meaningful goals and totally organize their life.
Original Textbook of Science of Mind with Lessons: $18.00

For the first time the Original Textbook has been published with accompanying lessons all in
gender inclusive language. We invite students to study these lessons, knowing they are a great
adjunct to the understanding of Science of Mind.
Power of Covenant: $14.00
The Power of Covenant is a transformational teaching that allows students to experience
miraculous and positive changes in their lives. We teach how to enter into a sacred, spiritual
agreement backed up by the power of the universe. Students learn the Seven Sacred Decrees
connecting them with the Power and Presence of Spirit. They learn how to write a powerful
personal vision statement and compelling affirmations. Most important, they learn how to achieve
liberation at the personal, social and global levels.
Power of Prayer: $14.00
The purpose of these lessons is to explain the theory behind "scientific prayer" and to encourage
students to use prayer on a daily basis. Spiritual Mind Treatment and other forms of positive
prayer are discussed in detail.
Practical Mysticism: $10.00
Every person is potentially a practical mystic. Learn the five ways to court the presence of God
and to develop the awareness of a practical mystic. You will find that you can live the spiritual life
in the material world.
Pioneers of New Thought: $14.00
Discover the greatest influences on the Science of Mind movement. They are Thomas Troward,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, P.P. Quimby, Emma Curtis Hopkins and Sri Aurobindo. You will find a
detailed discussion of these teachings and more.
Secrets of the Voice Celestial: $16.00
Hidden within the poetry of the Voice Celestial, the last work of Ernest Holmes are the secret
mystical elements of the Science of Mind teaching. Ernest decided to use a literary device of epic
poetry to convey the mystical secrets of our teaching. He felt that the deeply committed student
would take the time to read and digest the poetry. Presenting the most profound ideas of Science
of Mind in poetry better conveys the mystery and art of our teaching and allows the student to
grasp meaning at a deeper level.
Sourcebook of Science of Mind (2019Edition): $20.00
This new updated great resource book is presently being reedited and added to is offered in six
sections of rich text format which allows for searching and cutting and pasting along with a
complete pdf version. Here you find a complete analysis of the works of Dr. Holmes in one
volume. In addition to a huge glossary and table of quotes are articles exploring the depths of
Science of Mind and Spirit.
Sources of Science of Mind: $14.00
The purpose of this course is to explain that while Science of Mind is called "New Thought", it is
actually based on ancient thought going back to the Greeks. It is based not only on spiritual
revelation, but also on the inspired ideas of the great philosophers. As we explore the foundations
of this great teaching, we acquire deeper appreciation and greater personal insight into this
profound spiritual philosophy.

The Seven Sacred Scrolls of Origin: $24.00
This book reveals a fantastic story and discovery of spiritual truths, amazing spiritual truths which
have never been revealed before. Learn how the Seven Sacred Scrolls of Origin were discovered
on planet earth. Learn the meaning of the scrolls and how they provide a perfect map for
personal spiritual liberation. The scrolls explain the meaning and purpose of the universe and our
participation in it.
Thomas Troward-Complete Works and Analysis(2019Edition): $20.00
All of the works of Thomas Troward plus a detailed analysis of everything Troward has written is
contained in this one volume. This book is indispensable for any student who wishes to
understand the complete theory and practice of the works of Troward.
Wisdom of the Bible- Old and New Testament: $22.00
The study of the Old Testament from the perennial “Wisdom Approach”. Moses introduced “the I
AM Presence” to the Hebrew people and leads them to the Promised Land. Prayer evolves from
sacrifice to surrender. The way is prepared for the coming of the “Divine Individual”. This set of
lessons fully explains the Old Testament in light of Science of Mind.
Jesus introduces “the I AM Presence” to the individual leads the individual to the consciousness of
the Christ. We are prepared to enter the new heaven on earth. This set of lessons fully explains
the New Testament in light of Science of Mind.
How to Order
Request the book or books you desire by sending an email to Dr. Tom Sannar;
dr.tomsannar@gmail.com or calling his office or cell number listed below.
You will be sent a PayPal request for the price of the book or books. You do not need a
PayPal account and can pay directly by credit or debit card. Books will be sent as a pdf or rtf
attachment.
You may also send a check to Dr. Thomas C. Sannar, 1264 Via Portovecchio, Lake San Marcos,
CA 92078. The check must be made out to Tom Sannar-New Thought Ministries in order
to be deposited.
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